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Hyundai Heavy Industries strives to build state-of-the art earthmoving equipment to give every operator maximum 

performance, optimal controllability, versatile machine settings and proven technology.

Be proud of your work with Hyundai!

PRIDE AT WORK

*Photo may include optional equipment.
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Machine Walk-Around

Engine Technology

The fuel effi cient, Tier 4 fi nal certifi ed Yanmar 4TNV98 engine provides proven, reliable power.

This engine is electronically controlled for optimum fuel to air ratio and clean, effi cient 

combustion and provides low noise, anti-restart features.

Effi cient Control System

All control devices are arranged for higher productivity and improved operator comfort. 

Effi cient and ergonomic controls allow an operator to control the machine in any working 

environment.

A safety lever on the left-side console is provided to prevent exiting the cabin while hydraulic 

controls are live.

Advanced Hydraulic System

The advanced hydraulic system includes an arm fl ow summation system, boom holding 

system and a swing parking brake for smooth and fi ne control. Other valuable features 

include a hydraulic damper in the travel pedal, and a hydraulically lubricated swing reducer 

with a leak-free grease chamber.

Comfortable and Durable Cabin

The cabin is roomy and ergonomically designed, for reduced noise and good visibility. The 

cabin frame meets international standard TOPS, ROPS, FOPS ensuring operator safety.

Operator Convenience

Convenient operator features include a suspension seat, excellent visibility, and variable 

storage space for advanced operator comfort. The newly designed LED cluster provides current 

information, including engine RPM, engine coolant, fuel level, and electric components.

A hydraulic function safety lock and auto diagnostic features are also available. lock and 

failure diagnosis functions are also integrated.

A powerful air conditioning system and Radio & USB player contribute to a productive work 

environment.

Easy and Simple Maintenance

Wide open access of doors, covers, hoods is designed for easier maintenance.

The air cleaner and centralized grease fi ttings are also integrated for easy service.

Extended Life of Components

Long life components and wear parts, including hydraulic fi lters, oil, shims and bushings, 

help to reduce operating costs.
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An operator, who sets his machine to his needs, takes pleasure in his work. Operators can fully customize their work 

environment and operating preferences to fit their individual needs.

PREFERENCE

*Photo may include optional equipment.

Spacious Cabin with Excellent Visibility

The newly designed cabin was conceived for more space, a wider fi eld of 
view and operator comfort. Special attention was given to a clear, open and 
convenient interior with plenty of visibility on the machine surroundings and the 
job at hand. This well balanced combination of precision aspects put the operator 
in the perfect position to work safely and securely.
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Stressless
Work is stressful enough; your working environment should be stressless. Hyundai’s 9A compact excavator provides 
many convenient devices for safe and productive work.

1.  The window locking device keeps the right window in the preferred position.
2.  The sliding front window is easy to open and can be locked safely in open position 
 to improve ventilation and visibility.
3.  The tiltable left-side console box offers easy access to the cabin.
4.  The powerful temperature control provides the operator with the preferred air temperature.

In the cabin of the 9A series you can experience the highest level of comfort. 
The ergonomic location of joysticks with arm rests, suspension seat, control 
levers and LED-display minimizes fatigue of the operator. The LED-display 

shows all information of the machine with a blink of an eye.

1.  A large top glass combined with a roll-up sun visor offers high visibility.
2.  An advanced audio system with radio / MP3-player with USB-input, combined with a remote control 
 is installed to listen to your preferred music favorites.
3.  Operators are able to call while operating with the hands-free mobile phone feature.
4.  Ergonomically designed joysticks reduce operator fatigue.
5.  Cabin provides various storage compartments for operator’s convenience.

Operator Comfort 

Window locking device Sliding front window Tiltable console box

Climate control system

Easy-to-use Cluster
The advanced LED-cluster allows the operator to 
select his personal machine preferences. The monitor 
displays engine rpm, engine temperature and state 
of electronic devices. The operator can select auto 
deceleration mode and max power mode and he can 
control travel speed with the touch of a button. An 
engine starting lock prevents theft of the machine.

Roll-up Sun visor Radio / MP3-player 
with remote control

Hands-free cell phone Ergonomic joysticks Storage compartments
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9A Series deliver fast precision by combining smoother hydraulics with wider view and less stress. Innovative hydraulic 

system technologies make the excavator fast, smooth and easy to control.

PERFORMANCE

*Photo may include optional equipment.
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Offset Boom
The 9A Series boom offset function is designed for effi cient 
work in congested residential and urban areas. Increased 
swing torque provides better operating capability on a slope.

Improved Hydraulic System
To achieve optimum precision, Hyundai redesigned the 
hydraulic system to provide the operator with super fi ne touch 
and high controllability. Improved pump fl ow control reduces 
hydraulic fl ow when controls are not activated to minimize 
fuel consumption. Improved hydraulic valves, precise variable 
volume piston pumps and fi ne-touch pilot controls make any 
operator of our 9 series look like a smooth operator.

Structural Strength
The 9A Series cabin structure is designed with slimmer but 
stronger tubing for more safety and better visibility. Low-
stress and high strength steel is welded to form a strong 
and stable lower frame. Structural durability is analyzed 
and tested by FEM-analysis (Finite Elements Method) and 
long-term durability tests.

High Performance on
Narrow Jobsites
The 9A Series reduced tail swing radius allows the operator to 
work with less worries on narrow jobsites such as road building 
or urban areas. The Compact radius design provides effi cient 
operation with limited space.

Yanmar 4TNV98
Yanmar 4TNV98 engine provides a nominal power
R55-9A : 66.9 HP (49.9 kW) / 2,400 rpm 
R60CR-9A : 64.7 HP (48.3 kW) / 2,200 rpm
R80CR-9A : 66.9 HP (49.9 kW) / 2,400 rpm
This means the 9A Series runs with the most power in its class, 
giving you more power to get the job done. 

R55-9A :  80° 50°

R60CR-9A :  70° 50°

R80CR-9A : 70° 60°
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*Photo may include optional equipment.

9A series machines are designed to maximize profitability through improved fuel efficiency, 

enhanced service features and long-lasting components.

PROFITABILITY
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Extended Life of Components
By adopting long-life hydraulic filters (1000 hrs) and long-life 
hydraulic oil (5000 hrs) operation costs are reduced. 
Extended lubricant bush life & ultra high molecular weight 
polymer shim, more efficient cooling systems and integrated 
preheating systems are extending service intervals and reducing 
machine down time.

Large Engine hood
9A series compact excavator are offering easy access to the 
engine compartment with a large engine hood.

Improved Durability
A cover of the dozer cylinder provides extra protection in tough 
working conditions.

Fuel Efficient 

9A series compact excavators are engineered to be very fuel efficient. 

Easy Maintenance
Centralized grease fittings and easy to change air filter provide faster and easier maintenance.
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Company Organization

Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) had its groundbreaking ceremony in March 1972. 
HHI spreads across 2,300 acres that cover 1,500 acres of its production facilities and 
800 acres of amenities (apartment complexes, schools, and recreational centers). 
Since the successful construction of its fi rst two 260,000 DWT supertankers in 
1974, HHI has built and delivered almost every kind of ship to customers the world 
over. Backed by technology and experience acquired through shipbuilding as well 
as streamlined modern facilities and a highly skilled work force, HHI has diversifi ed 
its business activities from shipbuilding into other heavy industrial fi elds. On this vast 
compound, HHI operates various business lines: Shipbuilding, Engine & Machinery, 
Offshore & Engineering, Industrial Plant & Engineering, Electro Electric Systems, 
Construction Equipment and Green Energy, ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certifi ed.

* Standard and optional equipment may vary. Contact your Hyundai dealer for more information. The machine may vary according to international standards.
* The photos may include attachments and optional equipment that are not available in your area.
* Materials and specifi cations are subject to change without advance notice.
* All imperial measurements rounded off to the nearest pound or inch.

Shipbuilding Division

Construction 
Equipment Division

Offshore & 
Engineering Division

Engine & 
MachineryDivision

Electro Electric 
Systems Division

Industrial Plant & 
Engineering Division

Green Energy Division
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